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What kind of pet industry do we want in 5 years?
We're one of the fastest growing industries in the United States, so this is a question I've considered for quite some time.
What I know for sure is that a healthy industry is full of competition. It fuels innovation, stimulates productivity and
empowers consumers. So we asked many of our trusted retailers and neighborhood pet shops across the country for their
view of the industry and what we could do to help them compete. What came back to us was crystal clear: find a way to
help us compete with the mega online retailers.
Challenge accepted.
My team quickly realized that to meet this challenge head-on, we needed to find a way for our retailers to deliver products
to consumers' homes. We needed an innovative partner who could help independent pet retailers go the extra mile for pet
families.
Last month, we announced the perfect partner to help our retailers get the job done: Postmates - transforming the way
goods move around cities by enabling anyone to have anything delivered on-demand. Their revolutionary Urban Logistics
platform connects customers with local couriers who can deliver anything from any store in minutes.
Together, Animal Supply and Postmates are disrupting the status quo to unleash a new, competitive advantage for
independent pet retailers. What once seemed complicated and out of reach will now be easy and accessible. Pet families
will now have the option to buy local with the convenience of on-demand delivery. Forget about two day or even overnight
delivery. We will bring independent pet retailers to the doorstep of pet families in minutes - whenever and wherever they
need it.
Beginning this month, and rolling out across the nation (where Postmates is available) in the months that follow, we'll be
talking to our retailers about how this new platform can strengthen their business and bring the best to pets.
A strong industry for pet parents has to include more than Amazon and Chewy or PetSmart and Petco. For brands
especially pet product brands that provide things like grain free, grass fed, wild caught, limited ingredient, paleo, or
premium snacks - a thriving independent pet channel is a must for more innovation. And the truth is that this burst of
inventiveness, alongside the outright explosion in consumer demand (thanks to millennials), is what has made this industry
so fascinating over the last few years.
I know my Westie and Bichon have really enjoyed the inventiveness. Their empty food bowls show it.
As I wrote earlier this month, shopping has evolved. In the last 30 years, technology has become more mainstream and
has changed the way we all do business. Another sweeping trend has been the 2-day shipping effect. Consumers want
their purchases now, and they don't want to pay extra for that speed. New research proves this trend, but also shows that
2-day shipping is not good enough. Almost all of today's consumers (96%) consider "fast" shipping to mean same-day
delivery.
Animal Supply has the infrastructure, the brands, the trucks and the people to travel miles to ensure independent pet
stores are fully stocked. Add Postmates as our teammate, and together we cover that last mile from stores to customers'
front doors in minutes - not days. With this Animal Supply-Postmates partnership, retailers will be able to exceed
expectations and add a new layer of competition to our industry.
Now, that's a game changer.
Welcome to the team, Postmates. We, our industry, and our pets are excited to have you.
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SPINS, the leading provider of retail consumer insights, analytics, and consulting for the natural, organic, and specialty products industries announces a partnership with Animal Supply Company, the national leader in Local Everywhere® pet food and supplies. The mission of Animal Supply Company is to share their passion for animals through
trusted partnerships that connect the brands and customers they serve to those who love pets.
The two companies join forces to support retailers by providing them access to data and analytics to assess product
assortment, distribution, and developing trends in the pet channel. Why are we doing this? To help our customers!
Data drives informed decisions. Retail is competitive and we need the best possible assortments ready for consumers when they visit Independent Pet retailers.
SPINS helps independent retailers compete and thrive in the growing market. The Pet Channel represents a $60
billion industry with consistent growth, especially in natural products. As the most trusted source of natural and
specialty product expertise, SPINS can help retailers leverage daily and periodic data to substantiate key business
decisions and benchmark growth against other retailers with marketplace data only available from SPINS.
Daily Reporting
SPINS’ daily reporting grants you access to Store-level sales data to track total transaction counts, average spend
per visit, and total spend. SPINS’ daily reporting also gives you the ability to compare sales between and among
stores and departments for stronger tactical planning.
Monthly Insights & Trends
SPINS’ Business Intelligence application SATORITM helps you quickly identify sales trends, opportunity gaps, and
ways to optimize your assortment. Data is refreshed monthly, but you can access your data 24/7 with unique visibility into attributes like Grain Free, Gluten Free, Non-GMO Project Verified, Organic, and Raw.
SPINS Proprietary Attributes
In addition to providing its existing industry-leading attributes and hierarchies, SPINS will further invest in its partnership with ASC with a custom hierarchy to accommodate the nuances of pet products, committing to the development
of up to 10 additional custom/new attributes for the Independent Pet Channel.
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